Sources United States-NAICS based
The basic building blocks for a KLEMS productivity database for the U.S. are the
annual industry accounts for the United States provided by the BEA. Beginning with
1998, the annual industry accounts have been revised and industries are defined
according to the North American Industry Classification System of the United States
(NAICS). Unfortunately, the NAICS KLEMS data are complete only for the period
1998-2005. BEA is planning to publish a consistent set of industry accounts in 2008
and in-between, partial data on a NAICS basis for varying levels of industry detail are
provided for 1947-1997. As a consequence three main approaches in building a
productivity database for the U.S. can be followed. First, starting from the NAICS
KLEMS data and backward extrapolating to 1987 based on SIC (see Corrado et al.,
2006). Second, starting from SIC KLEMS data and extrapolated forward to 2005
using NAICS (Jorgenson, Ho, Stiroh and Samuels 2006). And third, using KL and
total intermediate inputs series on NAICS basis, available from 1977 onwards at
varying levels of industry detail (Inklaar, Timmer and van Ark 2006).
We have decided to provide two alternative data sets within EU KLEMS:
• US-SIC based on SIC KLEMS data for 1970-2000 extrapolated forward to
2005 using NAICS
• US-NAICS based on the NAICS 1997 classification system and consistent with
the 2003 Comprehensive Revision of the National Income and Product Accounts
(NIPA) for 1977-2005.
The main differences between the two datasets are the following:
• US-SIC includes detailed estimates of labour composition whereas US-NAICS
does not
• US-SIC includes a breakdown of intermediates in energy, materials and
services while US-NAICS does not.
• US-SIC covers the period from 1970 onwards, US-NAICS from 1977
onwards.
• US-NAICS time series are consistent with the 2003 Comprehensive Revision of
the National Income and Product Accounts (NIPA) and the December 2005
release of the BEA GDP by Industry data.
• US-NAICS is based a more detailed industry correspondence table between
NAICS and ISIC, improving international comparability at lower level of
industries.

WP1: Inter-industry Accounts
1. NA data
• Nominal
Sources & Methods:
The main source is the GDP by Industry accounts from the Bureau of
Economic Analysis (BEA). Specifically, the release of December 2006 of the
data for the period 1998-2005 is used in combination with the release of
December 2005 of historic data for the period 1947-1986 and the data for the

period 1987-1997, released in November 2004. 1 The industry data in each of
these releases is organized according to the NAICS 1997 classification system
and is consistent with the 2003 Comprehensive Revision of the National
Income and Product Accounts (NIPA). 2
The three releases also delineate three distinct periods in terms of data
quality. For the period 1998-2005, all source material used by the BEA is
on a NAICS basis and there is an underlying set of consistent Supply and
Use tables. 3 For 1987-1997, the original source material is on the old 1987
SIC basis, but of sufficient detail for the BEA to estimate consistent gross
output, intermediate inputs and value added accounts 4 . For 1977-1986, the
source material, on 1972 SIC basis, is still detailed enough to provide
series of value added for 65 industries, but no gross output series in either
current or constant prices. The 1947-1976 is not incorporated in the
database or discussed here as the number of industries in the BEA dataset
drops to 22. In the discussion of the data construction by variable, the
three periods will often be distinguished.
Gross output at basic prices
As discussed earlier, the main source of data is BEA GDP by Industry
accounts for the period 1987-2005. We subtract our estimate of net taxes
on products to arrive at gross output at basic prices, see comments below
for details. For the 1977-1986 period, the 1987 data is extrapolated using
BLS Industry output and employment data (BLS EMP). For the period
1998-2005, the BEA publishes detailed Gross output by Industry data,
consistent with the GDP by Industry totals. For the period 1977-1997 and
a number of industries for 1998-2005, the BLS EMP data is used to
distinguish the industries on the AUX list (see comments), with the
exception of the distinction in wholesale and retail trade between motor
vehicle trade and other wholesale and retail. For the 1993-2005 period,
NAICS based data on output (gross margins) is available from the Census
Annual Wholesale Trade Survey and the Annual Retail Trade Survey. For
the 1977-1992 period, these data are extrapolated using the BEA Gross
Output by Industry data for 1977-1997.
Value added at basic prices
The basic source of data is value added minus taxes from the BEA GDP
by Industry accounts for 1977-2005. Since there is more detailed source
material on gross output than on value added, especially outside
manufacturing, a complete set of value added/gross output (VA/GO) ratio
is estimated. If no information is available about (trends in) the VA/GO
ratio of the detailed industries on the AUX list, it is assumed to follow the
more aggregate trend from the BEA data. For 1997, the BEA Benchmark
Use table provides the VA/GO ratio for almost all AUX industries. The
exception is the distinction between motor vehicle and other trade so in
that case, the same VA/GO ratio is assumed. For the period 1998-2005,
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the manufacturing VA/GO ratios for 1997 are extrapolated using data on
value added and value of shipments from the 2001 and 2005 Annual
Survey of Manufacturers (ASM). 5 The private households industry (ISIC
95) is special in that, by construction, intermediate inputs are zero. The
procedure described above can, in general, lead to VA/GO ratios not equal
to 1. This equality is enforced later and any value added above or below
gross output is distributed to the other community and personal services
industry (ISIC 90-93). Another problem is that in the 1977-1986 period,
some of the value added estimates exceed gross output. In those cases,
gross output is adjusted upward to the average 1987-1997 VA/GO ratio
for that industry. Obviously, this adjustment is not ideal, but since value
added is the variable which needs to be consistent with BEA data, while
gross output data are from a different source (BLS), this adjustment is the
least problematic.
Compensation
The estimation of labour compensation follows along similar lines as the
estimation of value added: the basic source is labour compensation from
BEA GDP by Industry and a full set of compensation to gross output
(COMP/GO) ratios is estimated. For 1977-1986, no NAICS-based labour
compensation is available from the BEA, so a compensation to value
added ratio based on the SIC-based GDP by Industry data is used to
extrapolate from the 1987 level. The estimates generated this way are
adjusted to sum to total economy labour compensation from the SICbased GDP by Industry data. For 1997, the Benchmark Use table is the
main source, extrapolated for the period 1998-2005 for manufacturing
industries using ASM data on total labour compensation and value of
shipments. For non-manufacturing industries, estimates for this period are
based on the BLS Current Employment Statistics (CES). The variable on
Average weakly earnings of production and non-supervisory workers is
combined with the All employees variable to get an estimate of total
earnings. Just as with the ASM data, the COMP/GO ratios calculated in
this way are applied to the Use table-based ratios, which are consistent
with BEA concepts. As with other variables, in the final estimation stage,
the estimates of labour compensation are normalized to BEA totals. For
the private households industry (ISIC 95), the same procedure is followed
as for value added, since all output consists of labour compensation (by
construction).

o Comments:
The guiding principle in the construction of the data is that for additive
variables, such as value added at current prices or the number of persons
engaged, the industries should add up to BEA control totals. So this
means that summing value added across all industries gives GDP at
current prices, but also that value added of all agricultural industries adds
up to the BEA total for that industry group. For growth rates of prices and
quantities, such consistency cannot easily be enforced, but obviously, any
deviations from BEA totals should be small. However, there are three
reasons why the consistency for the additive variables cannot easily be
demonstrated from the final tables.
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Together, these cover the 1997-2005 period.

The first reason is that the BEA only publishes total taxes on production
and products, while for international comparability, net taxes on products
should be excluded from gross output (and value added) at basic prices,
while net taxes on production should be included. We make estimates of
both types of taxes and exclude taxes on products to arrive at output at
basic prices, see below for estimation details.
The second reason is that for a considerable number of the industries in
the database, there is no easy concordance to one or more of the 65
industries of the GDP by Industry list (BEA). In database terminology,
there is a many-to-many concordance between the EUKLEMS and the
BEA list. To resolve this many-to-many concordance, an auxiliary (AUX)
list of 92 industries is set up, which has a one-to-many concordance to
both the EUKLEMS and BEA list.
The final reason why the final series for value added and employment
cannot be easily compared to BEA series is an adjustment involving the
new Management of Companies industry (NAICS 55). For the most part,
this industry covers the output and employment of firm headquarters.
Under the ISIC classification (and the previous U.S. SIC87 classification),
such activities are included in the industries to which they provide
headquarters services. So for example, the headquarters of Wal-Mart
would be included as part of retail trade under ISIC but as part of
management of companies under NAICS. The 1997 Benchmark Use table
and 1998-2005 Annual Use tables are used to determine intermediate
deliveries from management of companies to all other industries. The
output and employment of the management of companies industry is then
allocated to other industries based on these deliveries 6 .
In splitting up net taxes, we first assume that all subsidies are subsidies on
production and should be included in output at basic prices. This means
we only need to distinguish between taxes on products and on production.
For the period 1998-2005, total taxes are available in the GDP by Industry
accounts; for 1987-1997 total taxes less subsidies are available on NAICS
basis while subsidies are only available on SIC basis; for 1977-1986, all
tax data are available on SIC basis only. Only few industries, such as
farms and railroad transportation, receive subsidies so allocating the SIC
series to NAICS industries is relatively straightforward. Before 1987, we
first extrapolate NAICS taxes using the growth rate in taxes of the closest
SIC industry and then we normalize so that taxes add up to the aggregate
number, resulting in a time series of taxes on products on production for
1977-2005.
For the aggregate US economy the distinction between taxes on products
and on production is available where taxes on production are mainly
property taxes and taxes on products are mainly sales and excise taxes
(NIPA table 3.5U). The tax base for property taxes is more
straightforward as it is levied on structures. We therefore use the current6

Not all output and employment is redistributed. Part of the services of this industry is also exported.
Furthermore, gross output is almost fully removed, since the reallocation is basically the consolidation
of an industry, with intermediate inputs and corresponding gross output canceling out. Even though the
price of headquarters’ services is used by the BEA in estimating double deflated value added prices, an
adjustment to the BEA results is omitted here because this caused a larger discrepancy between
aggregate growth of value added at constant prices based on our data and the corresponding BEA
aggregate.

cost net stock of private structures (NIPA table 3.1S) for an initial
estimate of taxes on production, distributing total taxes on production by
the share of the industry in total structures. In cases where this would lead
to negative taxes on products, we set taxes on production equal to total
taxes. We then use a RAS procedure 7 for our final estimates of the two
types of taxes.

•

Volume
Sources & Methods:
Gross output deflator change
The main data source for 1998-2005 is the detailed BEA Gross output by
Industry data, which can be aggregated to replicate the deflators as shown
in the GDP by Industry dataset. Using gross output at current prices from
this source, Törnqvist aggregates are calculated for industries on the AUX
list. So the price change of the aggregate industry from year t-1 to year t is
equal to the weighted average price change of the detailed industries,
where the weights are equal to the average share in output over the two
years of each of these detailed industries. For a number of industries, the
BEA deflator data is supplemented by BLS EMP data. For motor vehicle
wholesale and retail trade and other wholesale and retail trade, the output
indices from the BLS Industry Productivity and Costs program are used in
combination with the gross output data described above. For the period
1977-1997, the main source is the gross output deflator data in the BLS
EMP dataset. For wholesale and retail trade, the old SIC-based gross
output data, as described above, is used. For other detailed industries, the
same price change is assumed as for the broader aggregate.
Intermediate input price deflator
The BEA estimates an implicit value added deflator based on the gross
output deflator of an industry and the intermediate input price index. The
intermediate input price index is estimated based on Use tables and price
indices at a level of detail that is not publicly available. As a result, in
many cases, developing alternative intermediate input deflators for
detailed industries on the AUX list is unlikely to lead to more reliable
estimates of value added prices. However, in other cases, estimates for
detailed industries are likely to improve value added deflator estimates. A
case in point is the computer industry. In the BEA dataset, the computer
industry (NAICS 3341) is part of the broader Computer and electronic
products industry (NAICS 334). However, the computer industry uses
more semiconductors as intermediate inputs than other parts of that
industry and semiconductors show a much different price development
than other commodities. A BEA deflator is used if either 1) the AUX
industry in question is a direct match to an industry on the BEA list, 2) the
Benchmark Use table does not provide information about intermediate
input use of that specific industry or 3) if specific estimates of
intermediate input prices leads to large discrepancies. A large discrepancy
is defined based on the growth of value added at constant prices, for
which two alternatives are compared. First, value added deflators for each
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This procedure consists of first normalizing so that taxes add up to the right number across industries,
then normalizing so that they add up to the right number by industry. Iterating between these two
converges to a unique solution.

industry on the AUX list are calculated using specifically estimated
intermediate input deflators (the estimation procedures are described
below). Next, value added deflators are calculated based on the BEA
intermediate input deflators. Both sets of value added deflators are then
aggregated to the BEA industries and used to calculate growth of value
added at constant prices. A large discrepancy is signaled if the average
growth rate based on estimated intermediate input deflators over the 19982005 period differs by more than 10% from the BEA benchmark. So, for
example, estimating specific intermediate input deflators for agricultural
services, forestry and fishing leads to an aggregate average growth rate of
value added at constant prices of 8.1 percent, while the growth rate based
on the BEA GDP by Industry data was only 7.2 percent (a difference of
12%). In contrast, using the BEA intermediate input deflator of the
aggregate industry for each of the detailed industries leads to an
aggregate average growth of 7.2 percent, so using the BEA intermediate
input deflator is preferable. In the case of Computer and electronic
products, estimating specific intermediate input deflators leads to a
difference with the BEA totals of only 3 percent, compared to a difference
of 9 percent if BEA intermediate input deflators were used, so here,
specific intermediate input deflators seem preferable.
So to summarize, a separate estimate of the intermediate input deflator is
only used if it is likely to improve the detailed industry results while not
creating large discrepancies at more aggregate levels. For the entire 19772005 period, we use the intermediate use shares of the 1997 Benchmark
Use table in combination with the gross output deflators described above
to estimate intermediate input deflators. As the BEA provides overall
intermediate input deflators only for the period 1987-2005, the 19771986 deflators are all based on specific estimates based on the 1997 Use
table in cases where the value added deflator and the gross output deflator
could not be used to derive the intermediate input deflator implicitly.
Value added price deflator
The implicit value added price deflator is taken either directly from the
BEA GDP by Industry dataset if there is a one-to-one correspondence
with an industry on the AUX list, such as, for example, in the case of
Farms. For all other industries, a double deflated price index is estimated
based on the gross output and intermediate input deflators described
above. The assumption is that an industry’s gross output price index is a
weighted average of the value added price index and the intermediate
input price index.

o Comments: Volume has been calculated as the derivative of output
series in constant prices and the price deflators.
2. SUT data
• Nominal
o Sources: Not available
o Comments:
•

Volume
o Sources: Not available
o Comments:

WP2: Labour Accounts
1. Employment
• Sources & Methods:
Total persons engaged
The persons engaged variable in the EU KLEMS database is equal to the number
of employees plus self-employed workers. Due to inconsistencies between data
sources, estimating the total number of persons engaged independently from the
number of employees can potentially lead to estimates of persons engaged that are
smaller than the estimates of the number of employees. Therefore, the number of
self-employed workers is estimated and added to the employee estimates, see
below. For 1998-2005, the main source is the number of self-employed from the
GDP by Industry dataset. This number is calculated indirectly by subtracting the
variable Full-time equivalent employees from Persons engaged in production.
Information about the number of self-employed is less complete than data about
employees, so estimates are made of the self-employed to employee ratio. If no
data for detailed industries is available, a more aggregate ratio is applied. For
most industries, the BLS EMP dataset contains data in the Self-employed and
unpaid family worker jobs variable. For 1977-1997, the BLS EMP dataset
represents the only NAICS-based source for data on the number of self-employed,
so this source is used to calculate the self-employed to employee ratio for those
years. In the final stage, the estimates are normalized to the BEA total economy
figures from the SIC-based GDP by Industry dataset.
Employees
For the 1998-2005 period, the Full-time and part-time employees variable in the
GDP by Industry dataset is used as the main source. Detailed breakdowns for
manufacturing industries are based on the Employees variable in the ASM and the
non-manufacturing breakdowns are based on the CES. For the 1977-1997 period,
the main data source is the Wage and salary jobs variable in the BLS EMP
dataset. Missing industries in that dataset are filled using CES data. These
estimates are used as the trend for 1977-1997, linked to the 1998 levels. In each
year of the 1977-1997 period, the estimates are normalized to sum to the total
economy BEA figures from the SIC-based GDP by Industry dataset.

•

Comments:-

2. Hours
• Sources & methods:
This is the only variable which is not benchmarked to a BEA variable. The reason
is that data on hours worked is not part of the GDP by Industry dataset. NIPA
table 6.9 does provide data on total hours worked by employees, but only at a
relatively aggregate level. Moreover, the basic data is readily available from the
CES. The estimation procedure is in two stages, comparable to that of the number
of persons engaged. First, the average hours worked by employees is estimated
using the BLS EMP dataset, which provides matching data on wage and salary
jobs and total hours worked. The resulting data on average hours worked by
employees are supplemented by data on average weekly hours of production and
supervisory workers from the CES for some detailed industries for the period

1998-2005. For earlier years, the average number of hours worked of more
aggregate industries is applied to detailed industries. Proceeding along the same
lines, average hours by self-employed are calculated based on the BLS EMP
dataset and here, no supplemental data is available. In the final stage, the
estimates of average hours worked by employees on the one hand and by selfemployed on the other are combined with the earlier estimates of the number of
employees and self-employed to arrive at a consistent average number of hours
worked by all persons engaged.

•

Comments:-

3. Labour composition
• Employment (or hours)
o Sources: Not available
o Methods:
o Comments:
• Compensation
o Sources: Not available
o Methods:
o Comments:
General comment: to estimate comparable measures of TFP as other
countries, changes in labour composition (compensation-weighted growth in
hours worked minus the growth in the sum of hours worked) from the USASIC file are applied in the USA-NAICS file.

WP3: Capital Accounts
•

Main source for GFCF
For U.S. investment we use the BEA Detailed Data for Fixed Assets with time
series on purchases of different types of investment goods by 63 NAICS
industries for the period 1901-2006.

•

Definition of ICT assets: ICT assets are defined as Computers and peripheral
equipment, Software and Communications equipment.

•

Initial capital stock: Capital stocks were built up from zero in 1901, which is
sufficient for stocks to stabilize.

•

Weights: In cases where industries had to be split up to match the EU
KLEMS classification, value added data was used.

•

Comments

